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C. l'RELIMINARY TREATMENT OF DATA

C. TRAITEHENT PRfLIMINAIRE DES
· DONN~ES .

(I) Before studying the various movements of time~" it Is rsscntiol to insure the contl"'rability
Of the obmvutiuns incJ.ud<d by 1113.king necos.ary
· adjustincnts fot. inlu nlio:

(I) Avant d'etuditr lt1 di!Tlrcnts mouvements de~
ebtooolo11lq11tt " ii est .. scnticl de s'o~urc~ de ta ·
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· des jours de fate 1Ut )( ·non_tbt~ de )»tri cJfilt Jt :OU ·· . . ,
de J<rurs Ouna~tn •J- par moi!, trimcstre ttc./ ;
(bJ ••tla!IOllS cle la pop.iatlon" {pour climiner leur illfiuence. lt1 sirl.. cbronol<Efqut1 1 ~ aont sou•cnt cal•
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M>nt ainsi ttahili\/.

{l) The first step to be taken in the aft•lysis ot ~

ti) La pre,,.iC.c l1arr de l'anal)>e de shle1 ~
loil'flltO H<tousi>tO ttl feur .r<pt6~ntatiOJI grarhiqllc

l1tlHI" inay be

1:::} on •~h a

chart-ft<eltand or wilh a transparent ruler-as a <~• or
as a $1rairhl line thus enabling us 10 . .rudy it as
well a• the deviaiit>ns from it due to eyclk~l '',
et--..1" or nn4om f1c1.>n 11 (s. 9.,(1).~bove). This
method or trcrul-llttill&" ~ont.ains. hOwcnr, • cer•
lain •~bjec!ivc clement And is. very IJlptodmatt,
lf V<t 1'tnl to nmke foreculJ ,., based on lbe
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Ullmann cites: its introduction of' a truly structural method
into a.branch of linguistics, the possibility of' formulating
problems which would otherwise .pess unobserved; and a method'
of approach to the problem of' t.he inf'luence of' language on
thinkin9.

. At thia point, the field theory links up with. another recent
development in linguistics, the so-called Sapis-Who~r hypbthe~·~
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A aemantic rield does not m•rely reflect the ideas, values and
outlook of conte~porary society, but it crystallizes and perpet~.
uates thcnt: it hands douin to the oncoming generation a readymade analysis of experience through which the world will be
Viewed until tho analysis becomes so palpably inadequate and
out-of-date. that the whole. f'ield has to be reca.st,

ml•••

- • ct.

.

Those limitations must not, however, be allowed to obacure
outstanding i_mportance of the field theory•·

(G~NllRALE)

1ur du P"Pl<r

.

The. field theory has been strongly criticised f'rom various
.quarters and ·some of the claims put f'orward by its champions
are no .doubt extravagant and unconvincing. The neatness with
mhich wtfrds deUmit each other and. build up a k:i.nd of mosaic,·
without any gaps or overlaps, has been greatly exaggerated~
Thij is true only of specialized and rigidly-defined systemsJ
in ordinary language, vagueness,synonymy, ambiguity and si~i
lar factors will produce a much less. tidy picture ••• Quite
apart from overlaps between the various conceptual spheres,
1t is clear that many of these have no systematic organization of any kind.
·
.

f<). >arhilkiM
prl~" {p<'ur tl<min<t !cur inffuence,
le!\ dl'nncc,. de yalcut coflstituai1t d('S llrits chr•o,,..
loi:lquts •• snnt dM•~U r•r ks lnditH •• prh "·.::
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The' semantic.field th~ory (*).was f'its~ ~ut .iorward by Jost·
. Tries and is based on the conception of' fields as clos.ely,.knit
13ections of the vocabulary, in. which a particular sphere is
divided up, clansif.ied and organi:Zed in such a way that each
element helps to delimit its neighbors and is delimited by
them·. Their contours fit. into each other .like pieces of dif'ferent shapes· in a mosaic. In each field, the raw material
.
of exporienco is analysed.and elaborated in a unique way, dif~
faring from one language to another. and ofter f'rom one period
to another in the history of' the same idiom. In t.hh way, the
structure of semantic f'ields embodies a specif'ic philosophy ' ·
and a scale of values.
·

Jr1n1....ti.4<1_ .. ,.
I
{a) •arlatlOllS 4• )la ,......,. .,. ..,_,.1i.... ,.,1 /dues 1 :

..ildal ht

is fo plot them 00 ord!Dal')'
}'aper Qt M!ldloptithmle " or loptlllnt\lc '' p!Qttma
.,.,., It- Cit. IV, A.l., (l) and ())); 'fhr *'11ar

The eon6ept or<semantic f'ields · (*)

(*)

This Appendix consists of extracts fromt S. Ullman. Seman-·
tics; an introduction to the· sdence of ~Jlning.!. Oxfiird,
Biackwell, p. 243-253.

(**)

for recent work see: L. Weinberger,. Vo.n Weltbild der deutscher Spache. (Dusseldorf 1 1953-54, 2nd edition}.
. .
r. Hiorth. "!Jn the relatir;in between field research and ·
lexicogr.aphy." Studia Linguistica, 10' (.1956), pp. 57-66 •
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thesis on the influence of language upon thought. (see Appendix
'i:2}Modern philosophers, "linguistic analysts" and others, are
deeply concerned about the possibility that some philooophical
problems are pseudo-problems generated by the structure of our
languages. Benjamin Lee Wharf approached the question in a
novel and fruitful way: by comparing our own European languages
--"Standard Average European", as he called them -- with tho
totally different structure of Amerfcan Indian idioms. His
researches convinced him that each language contains a "hidden
metaphysiqs",that it embodies a unique way of viewing tho world
~nd imposes this outlook on its speakers. "The linguistic sys•
tem of each language," he argued,• is not merely a reproducing
system for voicing ideas, but rather is itself the shaper of
ideas, the program and guide For the indivldual 1 s mental activity, for his analysis of impressions, fur his systhesis of his
mental stock-in-trade. We dissect nature a~ong linas laid
down by our native languages."
During the last few years, a new concept of semantic fields
has been evolved by the French linguist Georges Matore:
c'est en partant de l'etuds du vacabulaire quo nous essnierons
d'~xpliquer une societe.
Aussi pourrons-nous definir la lexicologis comms une discipline sociologique utilisant le materiel
linguistique qua sont les mots." .His teaching and example
have also stimulated a number of enquiries into specialized
vocabularies, ranging from feudalism to railways and from
fashion to medicine. These investigations have found a focal
paint in the recently-established centre of lsxicological
studies at 8esangon 1 where large-scale research projects are
being organized with the .aid of modern mechanical devices. (•)

Use of sovoral
A•

and translation probloms.

.!1J?senco of a lingu_ura!:!.£~·
It would be optimistic to expect wide acc~ptancs of the
system if it was based on one language only. The UNISIST
Study notes (pp. 72-73) that:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

B.

J.angu~

E2

English now accounts for about 40% a~ the world
literature, regularly yielding (as are frsnch and
German) to the rising group of "Eastern" languages
s .g. Slavic, Chinese and Japanese.
Na one can predict what the situation will be twenty
or fifty years ahead, nor does anyone possess reliable
data on the present use of foreign language materials
in the sciontific community (but see Appendix E2,boction

The chances of securing international acceptance of
English as JllJ::. standard language of scienca are, in
present circumstances, very poor.

Language preferences.
Apart from these aspectsi there is the extremely serious
problem that social scientists in one language group tend
to eithar ignore foreign longuage moterial or find it "lnas
relevant" to their particular concerns. This is particularly
significant across tho English, French, German divide. Concepts given in foreign languages may be difficult to comprehend if one' is less than completely at home with the language in question. An unconscious hostility to concepts
expressed in foreign languages may even build up (see section

C•
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Thorn is also tha possibility that a concept may first be
expressed or may only bo expressible, in a given forsign
language. It would be an advantage to be ablo to file it
ad such and worry about the translation afterwards. The
author who has done much to emphasize the difficult-tocomprehend controsts between meanings in the standard IndoEuropean languages and those in other language groups ii
8enj<Jmin Lee Wharf. These contrasts are well-illustra.t'od
in the following extract from one of his papers (*):
·

(*) ·The centre, headed by 8. Qusmada, publishes a series sn~
titled,"Cahiers de Lexlcologis,"and a "Bulletin d'Infar-·
mation du Laboratoire d'Analyse_Lexicologique".
'

E).

The position of English as a lingua Franca of science
is contested by some governments either to consolidate
a new country via a national language or in the belief
that language can be artificially maintained as a
vehicle of a culture.

"The growth of the Inda-European language-culture
complex dates from ancient times. Much of its metaphorical reference to the nonspatial,~y the spatial.

(*) B.L .. Wharf. L,anguage Thoughh..i!_nd Rs.~l,_i_t{. New York, Wiley,
19SEI, 278 p. 1"The re atian of habitual thought and bshav iour
to l.artguaga")
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was already fix~d in the ancient tongues, and more
especially in Latin. It is indeed a marked trait of
Latin. If we compare, say Hebrew, we find thot, tuhile
Hebrew has some allusion to not-space os space, Latin
has more. Latin terms for nonspatia1s, like educe,
L~-Li.9..i:.0..1 .Q.I).r::_g__i_p_i_~ .. .C:.0..fl!P..X:..!'.!..QPJ:i.r-Lo.., are usually ·m-;;-t-aphorized physical references: lead out, tying back, etc.
This is not true of all lang1.rnges -- i t is quite untrue of Hopi. The fact that in Latin the direction of.
development happened to be from spatial to nonsputiol
(partly because of secondary stimulation to abstract
thinking when the intellectually crude Romans encountered Greek culture} and that later tongues ~ere strongly
stimulated to mimic Latin, seems a likely reason for a
belief, which still lingers on among linguists, that
this is the natural direction of sem<.intic chungo in all
languages, and for the persistent notion in Western
learned circles (in strong contrast to Eastern cries)
that objective experience is prior to subjoctivn.
Philosophies make a strong case for the reverse, end
certainly the direction of development is sometimes the
reverse. Thus the Hopi word for "heart" can be shown
to be a late formation withi~ Hopi from a root meaning
think or remember. Or consider what has hoppened to
the· word "radio" in such a sentence as "he bought a
new radio" as compared to its prior mooning "science
of wireless telephony."
"To sum up the matter, concepts of "time• and "matter"
are not given in substanHelly the same form by experience to all men but depend upon the nature of the
language or languages through the use of mhich they have
been developed. Th~y do not depend so much upon any
one system (e.g. tense, ur nouns) within the grammar as
upon the ways of analyzing and reportiiig experience
which have become fixed in the ianguage as integrated
"fashions of speaking" and which cut across tho typical
grammatical classifications, so that such a "fashion"
may includ8 lexical, morphological, syntactic, and otherwise systemically diverse moans coordinated in a certain
framework of ~onsistency. Our o~n "time" differs
markedly from Hopi "duration". It is conceived as like
a space of strictly limited dimensions, or sometimes as
like a motion upon such a space, and employed as an
intellectual tool accordingly. Hopi "duration" seems
to be inconceivable in terms of space or motion, being
the mode in which life differs from form, and consciousness lD. toto from
the spatial elements of consciousness. Certain ideas born of our own time-concept, such
as that of obsolute simulUmeity, wo1Jld be either very.
difficult to express or impossible and devoid of meaning under the Hopi conception, and would be replaced by
operational concepts. Our "matter" is the physical
subtype of "substance~ or "stuff" which is conceived as
th.e formless extension.al item that must be joined with
form before there can be Feai existence, In Hopi there

seems to be nothing corresponding to itr there are no
formless extensional item~1 ~xistence may or may not
have form, but what it also has, with or without form,
is intensity and d1Jration, these being nonextensional
and at botto~ the same."
The differencris are not restricted to high level abstractions such as "time" and "matter" but may permeate the whole
perspective. The famous hypothesis associated with tho
work of van Humboldt, Sapir end formalized b~ Wharf suggests:
"thot the commonly held belief that the cognitive
processes of all.human beings possess a common
logical structure which operated prio~ to and independent! y of communication through 1 anguage, is erronoous. It is Wharf's view that the linguistic
patterns thum:rnlvos determine what tho individual
perceives in this world and how be thinks about it.
Sinco those patterns vary widely, the modes of thinking and perceiving in groups utilizing differe~t
linguistic systems will result in basically· different
world .views." (1)
"We are thus introduced to a new principle of relativity
which holds that all observers are not led by·the same
physical evidence to the same picture cf the universe,
unless their linguistic b~ckground~ are similar .•• We
cut up and organize the spread and flow of eventii as
me do largely because, through cur mother tongue, we
are parties of an agreement to do so, not because nature
itself is segmented in exactly that way For all to sea" (2)
Each language becomes a classification and organization of,
experience in its omn right. As such each may be significantly different from the other and may structure the forms
and categories by which the individual not only communicates'
but also analyzes nature, perceives or neglects particular
phenomena or relationships, and constructs his model of the
world (3).
A striking example of the possible differences ls given by
Marshall Walker in discussing the social. factors which affect
scientific models:
"Tho language of the Wintu Indians ~f California
seems to indicate a way of .thinking quits different
from our own. Imagine the surface of a. table with a.

z-;·.

f" earin~:··;, An e~~:::;io;··o;--;;:;-~-::-~t ions-o;-;.nj : : : -Whorf
in the light of theories of perception and cognition". In H.
.
Hoijor (Ed.) language in Cultyre. American Ahthropologist, 56,
{1954), Memoir 79, 47.
·
.

2
3

B.L. Whorf. £.aj~.£.tsd Pap~~~-etalinguist_ics. Washington,
foreign Ser11~cs Institute, Department of State, 1952,
See Wh.arf, £2.•ill•
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Such languages may not ·have parb•; or speech or sS:parate
subject and predicate. . In lndian Languages such as Nootka
and Hopi avaots as .a whole are signified. Instead ~f
"a light flashed" or "it flashed", Hopi uses a single term,
"flash" to signify that a hap~ening has occurred. There is
thus. no· dis.tinction betwe'Eln tenses, for the Hopi has no
general notion or intuition of .time as a smooth flowing continuum in which .everything in the 1.mi11erse proceeds ot an
equal rate, out of' a· futu·ui through a present., into a P?st.
The foc·us is rather on the totality accessible to the senses
at a given moment with no distinction b13tmeen pri;sent, post,
or e11eli the future or physic&lly distant where the latttJr
are accessible or represented. in memory. Navaho. is different
again l!!i th little development of tenses by an emphosis on
· types of activity or aspects of action. The first ~oncorn
of ·rndo-European languages can b·a defined. as time; of Hopi,
the 'validj:ty ·a i;t<i·tement' has' {in' terms 'Of fact, memory, ex•
. pectatfon; or custom), andof Navah.o I the: ,type Of octivity.(2)

.\

European languages may also have important and hitherto ,
unknown c.oncepts concernihll the functioning of social pro-.
c'osses -- an area in which continuity is even more vital
to understanding than is the natural sciences.

: ·.bocik lying on
The re.mainder or ·the surface is
· bare·.. In English one describes the situ:!ltion by say•
ing, "The ·book i·s on the!° table~"· In ·Wintu one says, . " ·
"The table bumps". Th~ En~lish phrase has already
committed the speaker to an entire analytical philo.
sophy of the situation: (1) there are ho objec;ts; (2}
ther~ is a polarity such that ~Ae object is above the • .
other; (3) there is an implic~tion that the book is
·
supported by the table. None of this analysis is pre- ·
sent in the ldintu sentence, which is purely topological •• ~. ·
The scientist who wishes to b.e as objective as possible
in his study of· the external world will try·to free
himself from the possible c.onstraints of hie own lon•.
guaga ; '" ( 1 ) ·

!

Some langu~ges may in fact constitute rich sources of co·ncepts which could prov.$ useful to the. undeutanding of or. ganized social complexity. Little work seems to have been
dono on this possibility -- most or the examples· re-fer to
. contrast~ or interest ta the·natural science perspecti~e.
In fact the field of comparative linguistics seems to be
mbde up'of "one· shot". studies with very little comporiaon.
Where compnrisons are made it·. is at the formal rather than
the conceptual lovEil (1) 1 so that with the exception 01P a
few st<1rtlir1g examples which augur for a fascinating variety·
of thinking styles, little information is available. lt
may. be thllt. few linguists a.re competent to 111.rite on the
concepts of more thn:n one or two non-Inda-European langoagas,
so that no wide-ranging study or classification is possibl~,
and· no "handbook" is a.va'ilabla. The absence Qf such. a
study only helps to conceal the many differences .from.the
Inda-European perspective-- the existence of ~uch differences
is certainly not widely recognized (2).

.

The .whole argumer1t ra1sas the possibilHy th&t the comp.uter
rocord.design cnlii.snged (see Appendix A6) would not be sur-·
r:lciently general and fle·><ible to be able to "contain" the
.c.oncepts ·of some other language groups. The aither.:or ·dis•
Unction between. "entities" and ''relationships" .may only. ·
amount to a magnificient exercise in handling A.ristotelian
"~iubstance" and "attribut.e" as. represented; in lndo,,;£urop.ean
nouns and predicate adjecfives. Is the concept of dist.inct,
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,t-. Marshall Walbr .- · The Naturei of Sd..!;Jli.ill2_J_h_oJ.!.9h!;.
.
·Prent.£ce· ....... ,
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B~rtaienffy •s account Of the
Whorfian hypothesis in: "The rslatfvity of categories" in:

..

2 . These points are based on .Ludwig·· von

General Systems Theoi'y, New Y.ork, Braziller, 1968.

•',t
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2 Mars.hall Walker (The 'Natura or Scientific Thought} notes (p.10:3-4h
"The student of sciem::e also hes a vital need for. comparative lln•
g'uist.ics "in order .to 'acqlJ.ir.e tlxperience in the .isolation Of COfl{;eptG
fr~~. the~r. language ·rnat.rix. T'he usu~l language departments of .11
·.
"uni.varsity are .not. much halp for this type or study•·• •• There h
nee.d for .a course for uridel'gt:aduates ( m:it language. majors) which
is designed ~:o illustrate. t.he expres~ion .a.f concepts by diff'eten-t
langvaga· ·ramUies. Peiid,i:ng the' arrival' of such cou.rses the' s.tude'nt' of ·science''will' have 'tio do it.t ' himself'
as bast f1e c1a'n."·
'

The suggesti.on has been made:, rcir example,· tha'.t a· langu.age
, like Hopi might be better sui tad. to verbalizing the concepts '
. o-f modern physics than 'EngliSh. But some of the non-Inda· ·
.

·~'

One reason is that a •major school o:f linguistics denies t.tm nead
to c:onsider. "semant.ics"· and "concepts" 1 claiming that all under•
standing relevant to th.a discipline can be- gai.ned from anol-ysis
of oyntox. A second reason may be• as Sapir has -0rgtiud, tbat
many linguists con.sider such languages "prim.itive" and ther.efore
unli.kely.to constitute a source of concepts unknown to the !ndoEuropean culture.

ilon Bertalanffy suggests that· the Whorf ian hypothesis may
be· extended.. He argu!'!s that the categories of knowledge
·depend on biological and cultural factors~ In particular,
he argues that Aristotelean logic actual1y covers only the
extremal y s.mall .field of subject-pred.icnte relations. The
all-a.r•n.one .concepts of traditional .logic fall shor.t of continuity concepts tiasic for. maj;hema.tical analy.si.s.. He is with ·
Wharf in hoping that othet languages mtiy· permit basically
diffetent kinds of "science" 1·1hich would rr)present· other
aspects of reality as <uell or even better than does the cur•
rent scientific w.or,ld picture.

Hall, 1963, p.103
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·persisting "entiti~s" dommon to all languages an& can·
.
all Concepts of "relationships" be adequate! Y repz:esented, ·
by graph-theoretic type area•?
David Bohm, a theoretical physicist interested in Pioget 1 s
and Gibson's work on the problems of per.caption, 'gives detailed' arguments again•t permanence of "entities" and concludes (1) 1
"it is clear t•hat both in common experience and ·in
scientific investigations, the objects, entH.ies,
,
subst<:1nc;es 1 etc., that we actually experience, perceive,
or observe have always (thus far) shouin themselves to
be only relatively invariant in their properties, this '
r·elative invariance having often been mistaken for
absolute permanence" (p.14)

minor influence on world society. The argument that many
learn an Indo~European "second~ language is weak in that
l:ieing present in classes at '·which such a second lenguage
is taught or used is no evidence that the language and ite
perspectiiio. "take" in the individual, -- as most sclhool
lriavers know. Even if they do take, it is questionable
whether it is 'sat! sractory to ignore the individual's
. ·
problems or transl<;itin,g betw1len the two conceptual systems.(1)

r;>.

It may astonish many people to know that contemporary. lin•
guistics h<is cuncl.uded that translation between langvages
is thE•oroticall y impossible. Chomsky notes {p •. 202): .
"In fact, al.though there_ is much reason to beHava
that langoaget are to a significant extent ~ast in
the same mold, there is little. reason to suppo13e that .·.
reasonable procedures (not involving extralinguistic ·
information) of ttanslation are iM general possiblah

-".lt is evident then that by considering entities and,
struc.tures as relatively invariant, mi th an as-yetunknot:1n domain of invariance, we avoid nmking unnecessary and unprovable assumptions concerning their absolute invariance. ~uch a procedure hae on-ormous <idvontages in research, because one or 'the main source's or
dirf iculty in the development or now concepts -- not
only in physics but also in the whole of science -hai; been the tendency to hold ont¢ old c¢ncepts beyond
their domain or validity~~ (p.121-2)

. Coot-gas Mounin, who notes . the saflla conclusion, has summarized tho theoretical ~iff iculties prior to considering why,
how, and within what limits the practical oper.a-tion of trans-·
·lations is relatively possible (1}..
.
Some of thu diff icul t-ies he' notes argue against any at tempt
to rorce this proj.uct into a unilinguel mode.
--cer.tain lnnguages have ,highly developed terminoi.o']ias
in areas where •thera ai-e few Indo-turopean ectuiv'alcnts
(e.g. the Pyallup lndi~ns and "salmon";'thu Eikimos
and ''snow" (30 tarms), some Afr.teen languag<l!I and
"palm trees"~ the Argentine gauchos and "horse colour~
ing" (ZOO)). There is little value _in attempt.ing a
de.finitive translation when no exact equivalemt exists.

Culi.n Cherry 1 a telecof!lmunications engineer interested in·
the psychology or. communication t:1ith developing countries,
considers that re lat ion ships may not be meuningfull y repre-sented by graph-theoretic links and that other forms of
' representation might be ·prefsruble.
One response is in the work on linguistic universals. It ,
is sugge~ted that tsrflls exist in all languages to designate
objects which meet a condition or spatio-temporal cont.i;iuity.
And, in general, that all languages are cut to the same pat, te.rn without there necess11ril y being any point by point correspondence between. particular langunges (2). It is recognized that work in this area· is only at the early stnges (3).
A close look at the logic~l assumptions built into the computer record design seems to be necess.ary.

It would seem important to avoid losing the richness or alternative perspectives by conrining. this projoct to onr. or
two langiiages in one language 9roup :.- particularly as the
concepts inventoried are supposed to be in s.ome way relevant
t{l the c.ul tures using scuch languages, That this is significant is indicated by the fact that •-% of the world's
population curretitly, us.es non-Inda-European languages (4).
· This includes-·the Chinese; who are unlikol y to remain a ·
David Bohm. The Spacial Theory or llelativ.l..u· t.t.v., Benjamin, 196S.
· 2 Noalll Chomsky. Aspects or th.e Theory of Syntax. Cambridge, MIT,
p. 29•30.
.
3 See:J.H.Greenberg (ed.)Univers~ls cf Language,Cambrit;fge,MH, 1963 •.
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--the situation becomes more comp:l_ax when dealing with
socio-cultural terms, e.g. how can "brpth~r" and ·sister
be translated.into Maya when that language ·only has
terms for "younggr brother" or "older tirot_her" ( 2)
Much close1· to the concerns .of this project is the
sin1ple p~·oblem or translaHng "people's. capit;alism"
into rrench (3).
,,

~-

Georges Moun in. 12..£2.!.!lE.illll~oret iques de la,· ti.~9.~.
Paris~ Gallimard, t963.
·
·
·2

A special iissue of the ETC {Institut.e of General Semanti~s), 15, 2,
March 1958 is entirely devoted tp inter,pretation and intercultural communication. ··It gives many examples or this sort of problem •.

3 • Georges

Mouniri~ £2.•£U.• p.67-68.

.

,-',
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Append ii(
·,_.'

.~~ .another excellent example, noted by Calin Chorry

A d.ir.cipl inu.1 s model as a "language"

(XVU)

'

is that whilst there is no difficulty in translating the
·..
·colou. r "red" into and from Russian,the association in,
· the two languages are very different-. In English:
'" · ;. ·· blood red, red in tooth. an.d ·claw, red. ·.with anger, rod
,: '• :-. ·'.light district, etc, In Russian the translation of
~·
"red• is synonymous •ith~beautiPul" an~ has associations
equivalent to the English "golden" -- hence "Red Square"
, '· ·
· and the "Red Army" should be meaningful! y translated
as th~ "Golden Square" and the "Golden Army". How much
.has interna.tional tension been ag9ravated and reinforced
by this simple error? Similarly, l.n Chinese," rodi' is ·
primarily associated with "Jo.\f", "prosperity", "luck", and
"happiness" (*), Thus greeting cards, invitations, deco•·
rations, etc., ~re·usually in red, (To what extent have lhe
positive associations of the colour in the two cultures
·influences .the marked success 'or qocialism there, compar.ed to that·-.in Anglo-Saxon culture, whore it has more
negative as.sociai;ion'?) ,
.
.
,
£~

Use of foreign language ~aterial by social scientists
A recent study of 1000 social science research informatlon
users in Great Britain has just been completed (*•)
It
shows that 18:% of the sample read English only, 75% read
French, and 27% rea~ German, Of those who said they were
able t~ read a f~rel.gn language, only ona~third regularly
scan literature in that lan9uage. There is even a reluctance
to follow up articles in an-0ther language.
0

It was also noted that 22% make no use of abstracts or indexes
35% never use bibliographies, 22% do not use library catalogue~
and 48%... do not consult tho librarian.
'

F'.

Admi.nistrative delaYs
~f. the at~empt is ·made to translate. every theoretical formulation
into En9hsh.!. before filing, the;.-e will be a hold•UP similar
·
to that a.ssociated with the modelling activity, There is also
bound to be disagreement as to the adequacy af translations. It
may be pret'er~ble therefore to conceive of a Translation Phase
in parallel 1111th the filing, modelling, and term allocation
phases, and to give prioritles to the translation of given
terms according to need.

·.

.;.,.

ihii a~proach permits us t~ define the. possible ~e~ningful
subuni.ts or propositions· which may be generated from ths ~lis• · ....
cipline vocabulary. In effaOt ~xtremely ~tringent "g~~mmatica1"··
. rulen are thus. set up for the creation of valid elements c1f
.
··
·
· sentonces in the discipline Jargon. · ·
·,..

By thi.s approach, extra cond.i.tions on sehtenc.e formulation
are impaled, based~n the knowledge obtained'by use of the
disci.plin.es. In natural language such condit.ions cannot be
imposed because many meaningless· sentences in natural ianguage:·
are grammatically. correct. Because of the richness and .re dun;.
·dencies, size or vocabu.).ary and indifference to truth values
in n21tural language I any natural: language project would le·aif
to.very large numbers of permi.ssable. r·elations w'hich would be·
of little. use,. besid.es being impracticable. (Basically, in
natur<il langu~ge·, any adjeptiva may be used to qualify any
entity in the class. of 8 nouni"; any adverb may be used ~ith·
any entity in the class of "verbs", etc. -- and it is difficu1t to. introduc~ restrictions at a •ore detailed level~)·
Onpe tho sub.,.propositional units have· been detei~mined (perhaps
as "concept pairs") the-se in .effect amount to new compound
concepts {a.g. "voting procedure"). These·may either be regis·.·
tared as new concepts or left es permissable "9enerateable"
concepts 'tffi'Orely indicating the relationship betiu.een thE! component units,. rather than. showing .the component· u.nits as components of a new comp.aund unit). The choice w.ould depe,nd ·on the
frequency of' 4sage cif the composed unit.
:'
. .

•.The .procedur.e may then b~ repeated for the compound
·. ~ t.his is considered useful, in. order. to b.uild up· ..the
., .: .permissable .units cqmmonl y encountered; ·clearly ~at
point :in a particular domaini·
· '
-- · it becomes difl'icul t ·to determine. whether "higher level.
concepte are permissable because there ·ill£1ahingfulriess
. · , ...
iei. as yet untested, i.e.• -thay-.arli! ."new , . : .
·:it ·is .decreasingly useful .to create nelJ! units because
or the quantit'y
-· ,,

. to Mr". Thai Wo Ti;;an for t.hls .!,nformation.
(*).. I .am ,9ratef1:1l
( uj . Maurice Line (Ed). Info~mation Require~en1;s .or ,~es~ar~hers
in the Social. Sc~e!]ce,s, •. ~~t,h. ~1:d:~er~,1t.~,. 19,71; .. ~ vo.ls '! . . , •

:

for each entity or class of entities within· a discipline we
can attempt to indicate which other entities, relationships,
attributes m.ay be associated w:i.th it (i,e,, in a political
science .parlance, .what en ti ti.es or classes of anti ties ca·n th'e'
attribute •democratic• possibly be meaningfully applied to?).
In a given discipline the number of such per.missable relaUori-'
ships should be qui ta. limited for a given concept -- and even
if the number is larg.e it can be reduced by redefining ther .
ti ties in question as a class or class.es.
·
·

~· '<"

..

:" <:In ce.rtain. ·cases,. howe,vel'., the :build-tip., .can con.tinue to the
level .. 'of d.ef j,ning psrmh!lable .propos.;uons 1 i.e.:, a .px;opciait.i,onal
inventory ie built up from the unit.s. Other sub~units are
·

.~

''·

...

tl~

"', ...

3

developed in.some other field," (*, p.33-34)
."Thus, there exist models, principles, and laws .that appl~
to gcncroliied systemi or their subclastes, irrespective
of their particular kind, the nature of their component
clements, end the relations or ~forces" between them
we can ask for principles applying to systems in general,
irrespective of whether they are of physical, biological
or sociological nature,,,, To take a simple example, an
exponential law of growth applies to certain bacterial .
cells, to populations of bacteria, of animals or humans,
and to the progress of scientific research measured by
the number of publications iri genetics or science in general. Tho entities in question, such a~; bacteria, animals
men, books, etc., are completely different, and so are the
causal mnchanisms involved. Nevertheles.s, the mathematical
law is the same." (•, p. 32-33)

held in such a fbrm tha£ many probable propositions may be
generated automatically for inspection and possible coding as
requiring investigation, meaningless, false, etc. This procedure introduc~s further rules restricting the manner in which
the units may be combined. Modification and additions may of
course be made as new insights and data are obtained,
Once the concepts of a discipline ar~ held in this structured
form, some interesting investigations of levels of analysis
and degree of equivalence may be made. Where a set of propositions exists employing a given entity (e,g, "nation") which
is itself mode up of sub-units (e,g,"provinces"), or is itself
a sub-unit of a larger entity (e,g.,"continentol region") (•),
"new" propositions may. be systematically generated for the
higher or lower level by treating the terms as equivalent. These
propositions may tr.en be inspected as before,. to eliminate tho
obviously meaningless and inapplicable at the new level, The
remaining propositions may be added to the inventory if required.
A similar approach may be adopted between disciplines. In some
cases new insights may be suggestedbYtresting key entities
in different disciplines as equivalent and nubstituting the
entity from the second discipline into the propositions of the
first containing the proposEd counterpart. (e.g.,"individual"
in psychology may be substituted for "nation" in political
science or vice versa; •cellMfrom biology for "organization"
in organization theory(*•)), In the case of a given set of
propositions containing a limited number of concepts, equivalents for many of tho c6ncepts may be selected from the second
discipline, so that only the formal structure of the first
dis,cipline proposition is retained, This amounts to a general
system investigation of propositional invarianco or isomorphy
across discipline boundaries
without the need to define .any
questionable "meta language" in which the ,isomorphy is established ( • '*).

Clearly, investigation of ·propositions generated by this tech•
niquo would facilitate tho elimination of meaningless and false
propositions~ and the identification of isomorphisms
as distinct from superficial analogies.(**)

"In fact, similar concepts, models and lows have often,
appeared in widely different fields, independently and
based upon totally different facts. There arc many instances whe~o identical principles were discovered several times because the workers in one field were unaware
that the theoretical sttucture required was already well
ITcrn-"levels of analys-istt with res-Peet to interii'~tion8i Studies,
see Henry Teune,"Conceptual dimensions of linking international
and ~omparative research" (Paper presented to the International
Conference on the Relationship of Comparative and International
Studies, Bellagio, 1971)

(**)
(•**)

See M,Haire, Biological models and empirical histories of the
growth of organizations,in:M.Haire (ed),Modern Organization
Theor~. New York, Wiley, 1959 1 pp.272-306.
Some very interesting math for the detection of such isomorphy
is, gi van in: P .Jaffard et ~G. Poitou, "Int_roduction aux cati:lgor ies
et aux probldmes universals." Raris, Ediscience, 1971.

( *)

L. · von Bertalanffy,

General System. Theory,

Braziller, 1968,

("*) L.

von~ertalanffy, op.cit., p.64-5,

New York,

